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Simplex, a trading and technology firm in Chicago’s Loop, was
relocating from one floor to another. Because recruiting top talent is
at the forefront of their approach, they were also seeking to rebrand
the office environment to accurately reflect—not only a focus on
performance—but a collaborative and balanced space.
Office Revolution became involved with this project through ACRE,
whom we had worked with in the past. At a time when we’ve seen
the world experience significant delays in raw material production and
logistics, ACRE knew we had the ability to combat this through deep
relationships with our vendor partners. In coordination with the design
firm, PBD, we ensured the client’s vision was met on schedule through
carefully curated product selections.
Under PBD’s direction, we employed a wide range of furnishings,
allowing us to adhere to our client’s targeted budget as well. Teknion
Tek Vue Architectural Interiors provide effortless integration with the
floorplan, while complementing the client’s need for private meeting
space. Studio TK Bevy tables accentuate collaborative areas and
enable Simplex to reconfigure the space, catering to a variety of social
interactions. Nienkamper’s Metronome™ table integrates flexible
power and data connectivity to adequately accommodate conference
room meetings as the client’s organization continues to grow.
Through the duration of our company’s history, we continue to prove
that in-depth knowledge of our partners’ product offerings is vital, but
equally weighted are the commitment to communication and ability to
provide comprehensive solutions no matter the obstacle.
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